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FROM GOLDEN BOYS TO GOLDEN BUCKEYES
OR
"THE ERA OFTHE GEEZER"
JANUARY 5, 1987

JOHN A. MACLEOD

The past two years have been for me a most enjoyable
getting acq uain ted experience with The Literary Club and its
members. As Bob Hilton and others talked with me about the
pleasures of the Club prior to my becoming a member, I, at the same
time, exper ienced some apprehension regarding what might be a
burdensorne program of every Monday evening meetings throughout
most of the yea r -- and I franl<ly wondered how the balance of
re warding good papers and companionship and the pressure to fit the
meetings into an already busy life would prove out.
,
,
H~-ling m?re or less completed by apprenticeship
In~ludmg ha~ ng dt talned expertness in participating in the Club's
unIque elec tlol'l,Process - - it comes to me that 1 am looking forward
~~, M~ndat evem~gs :h~se days and, having taken note of this change
1S ,eve opmen .. withm myself, I have attempted to appreciate it~
genesIs.
Wh' e
,
high I natural:. sc~ nnmg for exp!anations for the Monday evening
h
'1 reg1 .ter where I fmd myself on the path of life and
~o~a~~ ~h: tpac~~~tlOn thalt position may have to my state of mind.
,
0 years "lave been the occasion f
'
significant milesto ne __ a sixtieth birthda __
d
or my paSSIng a
~m, entertai ning the notion that the accu~ula~f'o~ ~~ ~~~~ 111e~~~r~:
IVing may wei add to the pleasures of Literary Club member;hiP.

d

,
The thinking that decided me to give a ttenti on to these
Ide as also ca me from my awareness of ho w im presse d 1 have been by
the good fell owship, mutual respect and vitali ty of all the members
- - mental vita lity if you do not happen to fee l the physical vita lity
this evening -- and how meaningful and I believe generative the Club
meetings are. Something has been created here at The Literary Club
tha t may have general relevance for our society -- relevance for the
fostering of enduring pleasurable par ticipation in cultural and
intellec tual ac tivities -- sornething perhaps c reated by chance, by
thoughtful trial and error or, more likely, by the application of the
wisdom of hopefully accompanying the maturation we like to imagine
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a product o! long life, a long life which The Literary Club certainly
has. Certainly, the chance to bend the elbow of a Monday evening
also belongs in this balance as weU as a bit, or even a full meal, of
good food.
Parenthetically, it may interest you to know that
Saturday evening was the time of the regular Literary Club meeting
fo r about seventy years, until shortly after World War I. (History of
the Club, written 1924.)
So I am joining a number of themes in this brief essay.
What understanding can be gathered about the pleasures of The
Literary Club, do years of living add to the chance of enjoyable
participation in the Club and, lastly, how are some of the changes in
today's world influencing the membership of the Club.
The first part of my title, "From Golden Boys to Golden
Buckeyes," intends to Identify the experience of many members as
t hey join the Club.
Ordinarily they are men of youthful
accomplishment who are entering mature years. Though Webster's
Dictionary fails to supply a definition of "Golden Boy," the term
connotes for me making one's mark early in life, moving along
successfully and the likelihood of having a pretty good time. As we
t hink over the information offered in support of a candidate being
presented for membership, I imagine we can agree that the Club
rnernbership standard coincides with the connotation I have described.
But as these men of some acco mplishment enter the Club,
they are often at the same time entering their senior years -- years
of very significant change. This coincidence of Club membership and
rnature experience, which I will detail more later on, I highlight with
the term "Golden Buckeye."
I regard that term with mixed feelings and it is the effort
to begin to settle or resolve those feelings that claims the major
portion of this paper. In the sta te of Ohio anyo ne over the age of
sixty qualifies to be a card-carrying Golden Buckeye. My research
into the ~atter is not especially penetrating, but my understanding of
the genesIs of the Golden Buckeye progra m is the perception that
older Citizens, on the average, have reduced financial circumstances
and therefore the community arranges for them opportunities for
discounted purchases of services and goods. There is quite a broad
spectrum of such opportunities -- they are not really germane to the
theme here - - it is enough to say that my interest has been most
notably attracted to the fifty percent price reduction in the cost of a
ticket to a first-run movie. That tends to increase ticket sales of
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,
and I do believe that a rather central motivation of the
mOVIes
,
'
f'
It
Golden Buc keye program comes from a marketmg pOI,nt ~ VIew. .
provides some gold for the participating organlzatlOns whll,e
encouragi ng the aging citizen to acknowledge that he has entered hIS
golden years. Also, 1 do believe there is a carryover. from the G?lden
Boy the me here -- the nuance being that the sen lOr years wlll be
successful, fulfil ing and quite possibly financially rewarding.
Havi ng just qualified for and obtained a Golden Buckeye
card, I found myself more reflective about its significance. As an
average citizen, am I regarded as having entered a state of declining
fortune, is the community appropriate acknowledging my reduced
circu ms ances and capacities, am I being honored for past
contr ibutions? Do I take dollars out of needy pockets when I use the
card -- or can I be comfortable in believing that the benefits of the
card are a reward for the wisdom I have offered the community? All
of the se no tions can receive close scrutiny, but they do not add up in
my mind to a path opening up before me In my life, but rather the
path .nar rowing, n?r to the community encouraging the notion that I
am llkely to contmue to learn and to be able to pull my oar in the
com munay bOLlt.
As m,y th?ughts were wandering in this vein, my eye was

caug ~t by an a~tlcle in the Wall Street Journal just before the recent

ele ctIOn c:arrYing the headline "Era of the Gpezer Dawns as the
Elderly H.lt, Campaign Trail" -- it reports an unusual number of
o!dsters vlelng for office and wonders whether this is a link to better
tlmes. The reporter, Jane Mayer, has a delightful touch. She states,
Now that he is 68 years old you might think
that age wouldn't be a joke for former
Go~ernor Terry Sanford, who is seeking a
United States Senate seat here in North
Carollna. But think again, "I compln.ined to
my mother, who's 97 and still driving her own
car, that they're trying to make an issue of my
age," says the white-haired Democrat, bushy
eyebrows bobbing and jowls dimpling.
He
claims her reply was, "Why son, that's
ridiculous -- you're old enough to run."
All kidding aside, the article continues, an unusual number
of candidates this year are mocking what used to be called the
retirement age. Armed with one-liners and evidence of continued
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vitality (Mr. Sanford's brochures show him hurtling down whitewater
rapids) they are running hard towards election day. In the case of
hundred-yard dasher Senator Allen Cranston, the California
Democrat, they are actually sprinting.
Democrats and Republicans alike attribute the surge in
older candidates mostly to the oldest president to occupy the White
House. Says Democratic political consultant Raymond Strother:
"With Ronald Reagan at 75, age is no longer a factor."
The outbreak of codger candidates is enough to make the
dean of political pundits, Washington Post reporter David Broder,
declare 1986 "The Era of the Geezer."
Amitai Etzionl, a George Washington University
sociologist, suggests as the mean age of the U.S. population grows
older, the nation is "redefining what old is." He points out that the
retirement age is being pushed back in many work places, that life
expectancy has risen eleven years since World War II and that "While
old still isn't exactly chic, it's no longer considered shameful."
Thus, it is clear that we have an interesting dynamic
active in our society -- are the senior years to be regarded primarily
as those of declining resources, physical, mental and financial -- and
therefore we appropriately create programs such as the Golden
Buckeye or, on the other hand, should we look on the later years as
those offe ring special and selective opportunities, the notion leading
to the Era of the Geezers? For those of you in doubt, Webster's
defines geezers as "old chaps." Lest you imagine that these interests
of mine verge on the idiosyncratic, I am drawn to report to you the
results of an informal yet informed survey of the Club membership.
This survey of our ranks, unofficially, suggests that over two-thirds
of our members qualify for Golden Buckeyes. This survey received
confirmation at a recent meeting of our Club when those over sixty
years of age were asked to stand.
That this was not always so is a mark of how significant a
change has come about in our society. Interestingly enough, the
beginnings of The Literary Club, as told in the Club's Centennial
Book, reflect a very different character indeed to that of our present
Club situation. Though unclear with regard to how golden -- that is
had they made their mark? -- the founding members might hav e
been, they were boys, or close to it -- all twenty-five years old or
less in 1849.
Spirited discussions of papers were promoted or
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disc ussion s of sub jects of general or special interest, a practice
disco nt inued, possibly due to the debates becoming too fierce, on at
lea st one occasion leading to invita tions to physica l combat. A
num ber of year s a fter the found ing in 1861, the membership
re sponded to the fi r ing upon of Fort Sumter by enlisting "as a man,"
to quote James Albe rt Green, the Club historian who authored "The
Hu ndred Yea r s." Obviously, the Club's members remained relatively
young not only in hea rt, but in their qualifying in years or age to bear
a r ms in the Civil War. During the C ivil War, the Club had no
meet ings. , Aft e r the wa r, the Club resumed its regular meetings (the
Bu rnet Rifle s members are pictured in the Centennial Book with
many of the members in uniform. We are reminded of this by the
flag of t he unit hanging here in this room. )
A theme of this paper is accente d in Mr. Green's Club
histor y when he notes that by World War I, and again World War II,
most of the Club's members were beyond military age -- as he put it,
"In the beginning some of our members were not old enough to vote;
now many of them are grandfathers."
In 1949 (page 32, Centennial Book), Joseph W. Sagmaste r,
in hi s "The President's Centennial Address," re m arked, "A s our sec ond
ce ntury begins the twelve young founders , all of them under 25, ha ve
been replaced by approximately one hundred men, most of them ov e r
50 , but all excee dingly lively in mi nd." And we are re minded by our
sociologists that those over sixty will more than double in numbers
over t he ne xt fifty years. That observation lea ds me to conclude tha t
it is likely tha t The Literary Club member s will on the average enjoy
mo re years of membe rship in the futur e .
Sinc e we already have a good chance to enjoy our se nior
ye ars in t he Club and the prospect is that those years will inc rease, it
interested me to go over some of the thinking of writers over the
yea rs regarding long-lived folkS. The se sel e ctio~s a~e not intended to
be comp rehe nsiv e, but to give bac kground thmkmg on how older
people ha d been viewed and to raise q~e stions rega rding, how those
views migh t be adjusted so that they might mor~ approprlatel~ apply
to our quite ra pidly changing society, a changmg SOCIety mirrored
he re in The L it er ary Club.
Spontaneously 1 turned fir st t o Shakespeare , but t11~ n
d d '
der t o mention the ma n's name In
realize d t he teme rity I nee e 10 ~r \ k w no t hing of him save what
this roo m . May I put before YOku ~o a!ith n~ny a ssurance . If ques1:io ns
1 read a nd ~ I cannot spea
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arIse, I will not hesitate to refer them to the recognized experts in
the membership.
I will say that it would seem that Shakespeare could not
speak with any first-hand authority, that is from his own experience,
on the matter of old age as he is most generally thought to have been
fifty-two years old at the time of this death. And though the effort
to understand the particulars of Shakespeare's life may raise a
spiri ted exchange in this room, I will offer his point of view as one
which may have been representative of his age. His writing is
thought to have been com pIe ted by 1611, or about the time he was
forty-seven years of age.
In general, older people are not depicted in a very positive
light by Shakespeare. He provides his clearest description as he
propounds his well-known seven ages of man in the play As You Like
!! (Act II, Scene 7). Though As You Like It is a comedy, Jacques'
speech seerns to have a serious message. And Shakespeare's idea of
there being recognizable stages in life is one that has been widely
followed as human development has been examined more closely.
Jacques says,
One man in his time plays many parts,
His acts being seven ages.
At first, the infant, mew ling and puking in the nurses's
arms:
And the whining schoolboy, with his satchel,
And shining morning face, creeping like snail
Unwilling to school: and the lover,
Sighing like furnace, with a woeful ballad
Made to his mistress' eyebrow: then a soldier,
Full of strange oaths, and bearded like the pard,
Jealous in honor, sudden, and quick in quarrel,
Seeking the bubble Reputation
Even in the cannon's mouth: and then the justice,
In fair round belly, with good capon lin'd,
With eyes severe, and beard of forma! cut,
Full of wise saws and modern instances,
And so he plays his part: The si xth age shifts
Into the lean and slipper'd pantaloon,
With spectacles on nose, and pouch on side
His youthful hose well sav'd, a world too wide
For his shrunk shank; and his big manly voice
Turning again towards childish treble,
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Pipes and whistles in his sound: Last scene of all
Tha t ends this strange eventful history,
Is second childishness, and near oblivion;
San s teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans -- everything.
Shakespeare's own era was certainly not that of the
gee ze r.
There is little to be admired and little sense of
acc ompl iShme nt in his description of the aging man. There is no
indication of ac tive participation in life, of continuing development,
of responsibi lity or of wisdom here -- on the other hand, he describes
a widely shared and still currently held view of senior citizens.
By now you likely will have perceived some of my
inclina tions - - that the later years can be a time of "becoming" and
of contin uing maturation rather than of decline and diminishment.
My next sage, more ancient as a source, is Cicero. And I
believe you will find his views, for the most part, more compatible
with t hose of most of us in the room he re and even, in some ways,
In classical literature's best known and most
qui te modern.
co mpre hensive essay on the subject, "On Old Age," much of interest
is t o be found. As with Shakespeare, Cicero did not write as an older
man , "On Old Age" most likely having been written when Cicero was
in his fifties. His inclination to stay in politics led to his not having
an old age as he was assassinated in 43 B.C. when he was sixty-three
years of age.
Cicero starts off by saying that the disciple of philosophy
is able to spend every period of his life with unruffled feelings. That
would sound as if we have only to become classical scholars in order
to find tranquility. As I will comment later, Cicero, d~spite his many
good ideas, appears to have fallen rather short of havmg an unruffled
life.
He puts his discourse in the mouth of Cato, placing Cato
in his eighty - fourth year. Two younger men say to Ca to,
Old age is never a burden to ~ou while .to most
old men it is so hateful, a we lght heavler than
Aetna - - instruct us, let us learn from you by
what methods we most easily acquire the
strength to support the burden of advancing
age.
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Cato replied "Old men who are reasonable and neither
crossgrained nor churli~h find old age tolerable enough." He then
comments, "The arms be st adapted to old age a r~ culture and .the
a ctive exercise of the virtues," -- listing the virtues as readmg,
learning, exercise of depth and breadth of knowledge. You ~an s~e
why I thought I was re ading about The Literary Club as I studled thls
essay.
He then gives a number of reasons why people think old
age will be unhappy.
First, old age withdraws us from active employment -but from which employments -- those requiring bodily strength, not
intellect. He a r gues, "The great affairs of life are not performed by
physical strength, or activity, or nimbleness of body, but by
delibera tion, character, expression of opinions. One of old age is not
only not deprived but, as a rule, has them in greater degree."
Cato goes on, "But it is said memory dwindles -- No
doubt, unless you keep it in practice -- or if you happen to be
somewhat dull by nature."
Now, relying on your memories to help me later pick up
where in this discourse I am, I interrupt Cic ero's essay as I want to
talk about a somewhat novel view of memory decline reported in a
recent New York Times article. Daniel Goldman (New York Times,
Monday, August 25, 1986) reports from the meeting of the American
Psychological Associa tion that memory loss in elderly people is not
nearly so great as had been so widely assum e d. The findings emerged
from studies redesigned to correct flaws marring earlier work. Now
it is propose d that forgetting is a useful mental skl1l and that older
people are "better" at positive forgetting than younger people. In
recent research on real life si tua tions such as what to do if the social
security check does not arrive, the problem-solving abilities of
people ranging in age were tested.
The abilities to think and
remember that people use in handling the e very-day problems they
c onfront, the studies found, do not show the decline with age that had
been assumed from data in tests using mo re trivial and artificial
problems. The ability to solve practical pr oblems seems to increase
t hrough the lorties and fifties. The investigator states, "In the
practical sense, it appears as though those in t he later adult years are
no worse than those in their twenties -- a nd tha t is not bad at all."
There is little or no decline in short-term memory among healthy,
active adults over sixty years of age though there is some decline in
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long-te r m mem ory or general knowledge about the world -- the
example given is to remember the name of the first man on the moon
-- a quest ion presenting a rather unique situation for Cincinnatians.
Alt hough laboratory studies show that there is a decline in
people's long -term memory -- for example, in their ability to
re me mbe r ver y long lists of words -- the differences matter little for
ever yda y life . People's memories are best for those things the y do
most. If you are well practiced at something, there is very little
decl ine in your memory as long as you keep at it. In fact, your
me mory for a given ac tivity can improve even in later life with
pract ice .
So, forgetfulness may represent a useful approach to the
vast amoun t of information a person is exposed to by the time he
reaches ol d age -- forgetting can be beneficial and older people may
be better than younger people at deciding what is not worth
re me mbe ring.
I thought the members might take pleasure in sharing my
expe rience at just having had occasional embarrassment at
forg et fu lne ss now be converted to a point of pride . I c ould not help
but sm ile a t having Cicero's statement that "memory dw indles no
dou bt unless you keep it in practice" now be confirmed by modern
rese arch twenty centuries later.
To continue with Cicero, his second reason for old age
be ing tho ught unhappy is that the old miss the bodily strength of the
you ng - - to this he says,
No more than as a young man I miss the
strength of a bull or an elephant. You use
what you have. The old can have the strength
to teach the young. Let there be only a proper
husbanding of strength, and let each man
proportion his efforts to his power. To each
part of our life there is something specially
sea sonable; so that the feebleness of children,
as well as the high spirits of youth, the
soberne ss of mature years, and wisdom of old
age -- all have a certain natural advantage
which should be secure in its proper season.
Bodily strength is wanting to old age but
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neither Is bodily strength demanded from old
men.
Cicero then gives his ideas about preventive medicine
which would look very well in modern dress. We must look after our
health, use moderate exercise, take just enough food and drink to
recruit but not to overload our strength. Nor is it the body alone that
must be supported, but the intellect and soul much more. For they
are the lamps: unless you feed them with oil, they go out from old
age. Again, the body is apt to get gross from exercise; but the
intellect becomes nimbler by exercising itself. Keep the mind at full
stretch like a bow, and never give in to old age by growing slack. Old
age is respectable just as long as it asserts itself, maintains its proper
rights and is not enslaved by anyone. A man always living in the
midst of studies and labors does not perceive when old age creeps
upon him. Life draws to its end -- there is no sudden breakage; it
just slowly goes out. Without much difficulty or hesitation to this
poInt I can ally myself more easUy with Cicero rather than with the
gloomy forecast of Shakespeare.
In a more contemporary piece, Lewis Thomas, that most
entertaining of medical essayists, expresses a similar view to that of
Cicero regarding health and aging, but updates his remarks to include
the recent advances in medical science. In his brief essay, The
Deacon's Masterpiece, found in his collection entitled Medusa and the
Snail, Thomas speaks of his bright and most optimistic presentiments
about the future of human health.
Actually, all I claim, partly on faith and partly
from spotty but unrnistakeable bits of
evidence out of the past century of biomedical
sciences, is that mankind will some day be
able to think his way around the finite list of
major diseases that now close off life
prematurely or cause prolonged incapacitation
and pain. In short, we will some day ~e .a
disease-free species. It may happen wlthm
the next few centuries, maybe longer, but
when it does it will bring along, inevitably, the
most detailed sorts of explanations for human
disease mechanisms. It is an article of faith
with me that we will then know how to
intervene directly, to turn them aro~nd or
prevent them. -- Events moved rapldly ...
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Wi t h the pace of research having increased so
rapidly, we would be in for surprises at almost
any time.
Anyway, sooner or later, these
diseases will all become nonmysteries,
ac countable and controllable.
Thomas goes on:
These prospects seem to me exciting and
heartening, and it is hard to face the mute
si de long glances of disapproval that remarks
a long these lines usually generate. You'd think
I'd announced an ultimate calamity.
The trouble comes from the automatic question, "Then
what?"
It is the general belief that we need our
diseases -- that they are natural parts of the
human condition. It goes against nature to
tamper and manipulate them out of existence,
as I propose.
How can you finish life
honorably, and honestly, without a disease?
Here Thomas is at his best, saying,
This last is a very hard question, almost
toohard to face, and therefore, just the sort of
question you should look around for a poem to
answer, and there is one. It is "The Deacon's
Masterpiece," or "The Wonderful One-Hoss
Shay," by Oliver Wendell Holmes.
A detailed anatomy of Holmes' carriage can be
read as a rnetaphor for a live organism n~t
doomed to failure because the Deacon, a~ ~lS
central
Olympian
Creator,
symboliZ1Og
Nature, incapable of fumbling, desig,ns tt~e
perfect organism. In the poem Shay lives, 10
fact for a full unblemished hundred years of
undi~eased life, each perfect part supported by
all the rest. But it has a respectable, decent,
proper sort of aging:
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A general flavor of mild decay,
But nothing local, as one may say.
There couldn't be -- for the Deacon's art
Had made it so like in every part
That there wasn't a chance for one to
start.
Returning again to Cicero, we come to remarks which
caused me the greatest puzzlement. His third reason for old age
being thought unhappy is that it lacks sensual pleasures. He then
says, "Wha t a splendid service does old age render, if it takes from us
the greatest block of youth!" He goes on,
No more deadly curse than sensual pleasure
has been inflicted on mankind by nature, to
gratify which are wanton appetites aroused
beyond all prudence and restraint. Far from
being a charge against old age, that it does not
much feel the wanton pleasure, it is its highest
praise.
To this point Cicero had seemed so rational and reasoned
that I struggled to fjnd some logic and wisdom in what he had to say
about sensual pleasure, but with little success. After a conversation
with a scholarly friend, I thought perhaps his re marks came from the
P hilosophy of Stoicism! I repaired to Bertrand Russell's History of
Western Philosophy and returned not much more enlightened than I
had from my previous visits to that volume, and with a feeling that
Cicero's com ments carried a more powerful charge than his being a
Stoic could explain.
For instance, Cicero approvingly quotes
Sophocles as saying, when asked if he were still a lover, "Heaven
forbid," he replied, "I was only too glad to escape from that, as
though from a borlsh and insane master."
I have to confess tha t I suspect some inner turmoil was
plaguing Cicero as he wrote the lines I have quoted and I was
interested to learn that about the same time he wrote this essay he
was divorcing his wife of thirty years -- apparently because he was
experiencing financial hardship - - and married a wealthy young
woman. However, his fortunes were not favored by this new alliance
and the second marriage lasted only one year , ending in divorce, not
long before Cicero was murdered. His personal philosophy must have
been strongly influenced by his personal experience during those
years and what feels like a view hostile to pleas ure and to women
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may well have been influenced primarily by the events in his family
life.
Cicero is clearly not against all pleasures of living ~s. he
expounds the enjoyment of "modest fest ivities" and speaks e~pltC1tly
of the benef its of being a club member -- the gathertng and
conversation of friends.
He concludes hi~ remarks on sensual
pleasure by describing in. obvi.ously happy detaIl the p:easur.e he found
in farming and in expandmg hIS knowledge of all growmg thmgs.
An intriguing happenstance occurre d as I was trying to
think through Cicero's remarks on sensual pleasures --. the
happenstance being my receiving in the mail a mo nograph entItled,
"Sexual Activity in the Elderly," which regaled me over several
pages, and with the accompaniment of num er?us graphs, regarding
what sexual activity I might look forward to, WIth what pleasure and
at what age. The conclusion of the monogra ph "That sexual activity
may be enjoyed well into the geriatriC years," was laced with
numerous contingencies. Possibly with the expectation that the
receipt of all this information would be acco mpanied by difficult
psychic stress, the pharmaceutical house tha sup plied me with this
unrequested data completed its malllng with two pages IJromotlng its
tranqulllzer with the title "Relief of anxie ty associated with
depressive symptoms." Suffice it to say that sensual pleasure need
not be absent from our senior years, Cicero to the contrary.
It will be apparent to you that having passed over the
of being a Gold~n Buckeye that I am now engaged in
orlentmg myself and reassurmg myself that good things lie ahead. In
recen t years I am joined in this endeavor by a num ber of writers who
describe the golden years as developmental phases or years during
which increasing personality IIlCituration ca n be anticipated. An
instance is Theresa Benedek, one of the first to write about being a
grandparent as an experience leading to a higher level of
development. These writings of hers were published after she was
recognized as an established clinician and investigator and was well
into her eighties. Even better known is Erik Erickson who writes
about eight stages of life -- rather than Shakespeare's seven -- and
characterizes his eighth stage "Mature Age." Erickson puts it this
way, "Only he who in some way has taken care of things and people
and has adapted himself to the triumphs and disappointn:ents of
being, by necessity, -- only he may gradually grow the frwt of the
earlier seven stages."

th~esh?ld
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A Tennessee fisherman's story tits in neatly here. I am
told that I can swear to you that it is a true story. A gentleman and
his fifty-year-old son had gone rock fishing late one afternoon in
celebration of the older gentleman's seventy-fourth birthday. As it
happened, both anglers had strikes on their lines at the same time.
They struggled carefully to pull in what were clearly large fish. But
soon the son lost the fish on his line as he was struggling to free the
net in order to bring it in to use to boat the fish. So he turned to
wa tch his father as the older man gradually brought his fish close to
the net but again and again at the ultimate mornent the huge bass
would flip and dive. Finally the battle ended as the net slipped
around the fish, which weighed in at a most impressive fifty pounds.
A bystander had come along just in time for the weighing and he
asked the tired but pleased gentleman, "How long did it take you to
catch that fish?" The older man paused a bit and then smiled,
glanced at his son and replied, "Seventy-four years."
To look back at my title -- The Golden Boys of The
Literary Club do not impress me as Golden Buckeyes in decline.
Rather, it seems we are old chaps primed for a good time and some
learning. In the spirit of Cicero rather than Shakespeare, the Club
seems to be a gathering of experienced men, who have settled most
of the issues in their lives and come together for companionship and
for intellectual and cultural offerings. We seem to be at a special
time in the history of mankind when significantly more years of such
participation can be expected. Not that this is a new idea -- we have
had many pathfinders, Eslie Asbury can be looked on as our trai 1
breaker in this. But more than ever it seems to me The Literary Club
represents a model for enjoying good fellowship and as Cicero, again,
would say, "keeping the rnind at full stretch." It would seem that we
are in the Era of the Geezer -- quite different than in the Club's
beginning -- and I am inclined to the view of the WaH Street Journal
that the Era of the Geezer is a link to good times. I am fascinated by
the profound changes occurring in our society and with as great
rapidity in the older age group as in any other. I like to think that
these days odds favor the senior man -- or to paraphrase Pasteur -in the fields of pleasurable living chance favors the experienced
mind. From all this you may better understand my Monday evening
high.

